Innovative pop/rock icon David Byrne (Talking Heads, Here Lies Love) shares the spotlight with a diverse ensemble of 11 musical artists from around the world in **DAVID BYRNE’S AMERICAN UTOPIA**, providing “an experience unlike anything else” (**Billboard**) and marking a major cultural milestone in the worlds of music and theater.

Together with production consultant Alex Timbers (director of **Moulin Rouge!**, **Beetlejuice**) and choreographer Annie-B Parson (Byrne’s collaborators on **Here Lies Love**), Byrne and company deliver “a marvel of staging and motion” (**Chicago Tribune**) that’s as surprisingly poignant as it is extremely funky. Don’t miss this “thought-provoking example of the power of live music” (**Forbes**) as it explodes off the stage of one of Broadway’s most intimate theatres.
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